
Agfa in Conquering COVID-19 – Story in China 
- Thousand Miles’ Aid - 

 

Nation-wide coordination, thousands of miles to the aid: Agfa medical supplies to Wu Han successfully 
arrived at the target hospitals.  

• Wu Han Vulcan Mountain Hospital 
• Wu Han Xie He Hospital 
• Wu Han No. 1 Hospital 
• Wu Han Children’s Hospital 
• Chang Jiang Shipping General Hospital 
• Wu Han Lung Hospital 
• Hu Bei People’s Hospital 
• Wu Han TongJi Hospital 

Wu Han Hao Le Si Medical Tech. Company, dealer of Agfa in Hu Bei province responded quickly to provide 
services on transportation, maintenance, logistics, etc. during the city block period which caused lack of 
medical supplies. 

On behalf of Agfa, Song Jun, engineer of Hao Le Si, went to Hu Bei People's Hospital to help maintain 
DRYSTAR KIOSK. Song Zheng, manager of Hao Le Si, timely provided Agfa film to the hospitals to secure 
the printing of CT, X-ray diagnostic image. In addition, Hao Le Si himself donated 200,000 medical 
protective materials. 

It was the darkest time of Wu Han. In total, the confirmed cases in China reached about 80,000, in which Wu 
Han covered 50,000. So many patients and almost all the medical organizations were waiting for help! 
Delivery of medical supplies, installation of modality, maintenance, donation programs... During tens of days 
in the Chinese New Year, Agfa after-sale service had handled a total of 273 requests, among which 179 were 
on-site installation and maintenance. Agfa logistics department sent many batches of emergency medical 
supplies to the whole country.  

Every staff, doctors and nurses, citizens fighting in the front line of the epidemic. In order to save people’s 
lives, they do not shrink back, do not fear, spontaneously and bravely rushed to the front, to protect our 
common home!  

Song Jun, engineer of Wu Han Hao Le Si       Luo Xin, maintenance manager of Agfa 

 


